A method for identification of the expression mode and mapping of QTL underlying embryo-specific characters.
Embryos of crop seeds are one of the major sources of the plant protein and lipid for human nutrition. The genetic expression for embryo-specific characters in crop seeds can be controlled exclusively by the embryo or the maternal genotypes and sometimes by both simultaneously. However, current methods for mapping quantitative trait loci (QTLs) underlying characters of maternal plants have not been effective in dealing with the QTL analysis of embryo characters. On the basis of the expression feature of embryo, a statistical method was proposed for the identification of expression mode and mapping of QTL controlling embryo traits. The maximum likelihood method implemented via the expectation maximization algorithm was used to estimate parameters of a putative embryo-specific QTL. The QTL expression mode was identified by the likelihood ratio test statistic. Statistical power and other properties of the proposed method were investigated under a variety of scenarios through simulation studies. The results showed that the mapping method neglecting the effects of embryo genotype or maternal effects could neither identify the expression mode of QTL nor estimate its genetic effects accurately, whereas the proposed method could effectively map the embryo-specific QTL of various expression modes.